Beau Brummell Billed Tonight

First Varsity Debate Coming Next Friday

Biesen, Welterm and Guernsey Will Represent Puget Sound in Confirmation of West Point

Everything is in readiness for the big debate in action at the University of Washington. The three schools, the University of Washington, Welterm and Guernsey, have been working continually in spite of the examination week, which kept them tied up as follows: first, Charter Rohen, second, Alfred Allen, with Biesen, third, Dumas Walling, with Wells, and fourth, Dumas Walling, with Welterm.

The West Virginia has added a couple to the Pacific Coast debate; their names are Charles, Welterm and Wells, and they will be expected to give good work. Wells, Welterm and Wells have been practicing together for the past two weeks, and have taken the advice of experts and friends. The three schools take great interest in this debate, and their friends are expecting a splendid performance.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS DEBATES FRATERNITY

Initiative New Members Into Science Club

Four Students Are Admitted to Honorary Organization: Inter-

est Reports Given Equal Division

At the regular meeting of the Science club last Friday, the club was opened.

The Sigma Zeta Epsilon fraternity has invited guests to a similar act of

fair to be given at Glen Cove, near

Eddy, and Morton Johnson are ac-

terest to the members and pledges.

The Sigma Zeta Epsilon fraternity

The new University Dining Room

OLYMPIA TRIP
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This Week's Specials

5-10-20

SWEATERS

Caps and Yellow Slickers

KIMBALL'S

1107 Broadway

SIMON SAYS

"Hello Tuckly"— (Song)

The shingle continues in favor, in so many charming

manner that there is a veritable drop in the art of window dressing. More and more stores are

opening department stores where the windows are

more important, having far more to do with the store's

business than they have done heretofore.

‘Cousin!”— (Fox Trot)

sweaters that train and beautify the nails.

Cures that train and beautify the nails, variations that it is a hit hard to choose the most be-

"It's a Dandy"— (Song)

We are receiving a large selection of Christmas sweaters, which are as bene-
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LITERARY OR LIBERAL

Occasionally we fear a student may be materialist, or liberal, but not both at the same time. Luckily, in the college of our students the question of what national spirit and who is to be credited with their policies has not been decided. They will all agree that different views should be expressed but will agree that both are right.

So, if the student brewing at Puget Sound comes in for its share of the criticism. The faculty are accused of filling the minds of the students only with a desire to sell. This has been brought about by the fact that "education is taught in religion classes, where it is out of place, and not in the state schools." This fact is true, and the belief, of course, is not based on the religious faith. The teaching of modern theories is another matter. It is impossible to show that the present time that little science could be taught without using as a funda-mental building block of society and thinking of the theory of evolution would indeed be narrow and short-sighted.

Any college which is able to fulfill its purpose must teach the student to think. The question of what is to be taught is a matter of personal belief. The only student who is materialist, or liberal, but not both at the same time. Luckily, in the college of our students he is a right.

REASON

Psychologists tell us that the human brain has a threshold function—thought, emotion, will. Reason is an advanced, common, human mechanism by which we can know that all the animals can think, but man alone has the power of reasoning.

The only student who is materialist, or liberal, but not both at the same time. Luckily, in the college of our students he is a right.

Many Students Earn Way Thru College

W im t u M istake!

Young Wife: "The postoffice was very careless sometimes, don't you think?"

Sympathetic Friend: "Why, dear; why?"

Young Wife: "Fred bent me postcard yesterday from Philadelphia, where he is staying on business, and the silly postal people put an Atlantic City mark on the envelope."

STUDENT DIRECTORY

Organization President

Junior Class_________Ed Amende

Senior Class__________Maynard Falconer

Sophomore Class_________Franklin Manning

Freshman Class__________Franklin Manning

K.'s of the Log___________Ernest Miller

Ladies of the Spinet________Evalyn Miller

Ampthill__________Morris Jackson Philomathean

Forrest Park__________

Kappa Sigma Theta________Roma Schmid

Delta Alpha Gamma_________Frances Clinton

Theta Alpha Phi__________Ed Newell

Othah Club_________France Langton

Y. M. C. A.________Forrest Tibbetts

Y. W. C. A.________Eleanore Kenrick

Science Club_________Arthur Erickson

Scientificians_________Florence Meader

Tacoia Music Co.

917 Commerce St.

"Everything in Musical Instruments"

If You're Planning a Valentine Party

You'll find many clever ideas in the showing of Paper Decorations, Novelties, Tally Cards, Place Cards and Valentine Make-ups assembled here.

Valentine Make-up Boxes __ 36c, 60c, 75c

Party Invitations

35c and 75c dozen.

Delicious Dishes Every Day

College Students will enjoy the merchandise we are offering in Hats, Caps and Furnishings.

CHAS. F. LEWIS & CO.

Next to Hunt Bldg.

948 Pacific Ave.

Greeting Cards, 3c, 5c, 10c, 15c.

Table Decorations each 10c.

Place and Tally Cards, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, 60c dozen.

Crepe Paper Huts 10c each; dozen, 11.

Sweater Coats

Dozens of new patterns now showing in Novelty Coats and Slip-Ons.

Davis Men's Shop

344 Fair Ave.